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when creating a new level, mayles and his team had to create a level
design, a map, and a set of levels. maps were made with the help of the

artist, and then the level design was created from scratch. [15] they
would then test it out to make sure that it was working and the next

step would be to make the map. the map was then made in 3d by the
artist, and then the level design was created from the map. [17] the
level design was then tested and refined until it was complete. [15]

when making the level design for donkey kong country 2, mayles and
his team decided to make it about a giant robot. the team decided that

the overall theme of the game was a "large scale war between two
sides." [15] mayles found that the level design was at its most

interesting when he was able to invent new things. [15] the game was
later rereleased on the wii's virtual console in japan in november 2010
and worldwide the following month, and the wii u's virtual console in

japan in march 2016, in europe and australia in april 2016, and in north
america in december 2016, making mario party 2 the first mario party
game to be released on the virtual console. it is the only home console
mario party game to be available through the virtual console. it is also
the first of the three mario party games to be rereleased for the wii u's
virtual console; the others being mario party advance and mario party

ds . mario party 2 is also set to be released on the nintendo 64 -
nintendo switch online service in late 2022. [1]
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